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Health, safety and welfare in a fitness environment 

Learner name______________________________   

Q1. Name three types of emergency that could happen in the gym 

Q2. What roles do different staff and external services play in an emergency? 

Q3. Why should you remain calm during an emergency? 

Emergency services: 

Duty Manager: 

General Manager: 
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Q4. How would you maintain the safety of these people in an emergency situation? 

 Q5.  Give one reason why is it important to maintain health and safety in the gym? 

Q6. Why are the following key health and safety documents important in the fitness environment? 

Disabled people: 

Children: 

Older people:  

PAR-Q: 

Informed consent: 
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Q7. Complete the table below. You will need to give one example of duty of care for each special population group. 

Special population group Duty of care Limitations of the fitness instructor 
Young people 

Older people 

Pre/post-natal women 

Disabled people 

Q8. Identify two legal requirements the employers must adhere to in order to comply with Health and Safety Law. 

Learner Guidance: Duty of care -  how to keep clients safe. Limitations - why a fitness instructor's job role/knowledge 
might be limited compared to specialists
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Q9. Name two security procedures that that you may find in a gym. 

Q10. Give an example of a hazard that could happen in the following areas of a gym. 

Gym areas Hazard 
Facilities 

Equipment 

Lifting and handling equipment 

Member behaviour 

Security 

Hygiene 
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Q11. What is the best way to risk assess the above hazards, from question 10? 

Q12. How would you control risks of the above hazards, from question 10? 

Q13. Who is the appropriate person/s to contact if you can’t control the hazard yourself? 

Q14. What is safeguarding the welfare of vulnerable adults and children and how can you make sure it happens? 

Learner Guidance: please give the 5 steps of risk assessment
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Q15 Complete the signs of abuse column. 

Abuse Signs 
Physical 

Emotional 

Bullying 

Sexual 

Q16 Provide two examples of reporting procedures that will be in the policy for safeguarding vulnerable adults and 
children. 
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Q17 How would you protect yourself from being accused of abuse? 

Q18 Complete the table. 

Statutory agencies for safeguarding Why would you contact them? How would you maintain 
confidentiality? 

PASS/REFER 

Assessor Name:  

Assessor Feedback 
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Know how to support your clients 

Q1 Why is it important build good working relationships with members? 

Q2 Why should you positively present yourself and the organisation to members? 

Q3 How can different communication methods help members with motivation? 

Q4 Why is equality and diversity important? 

Q5 List 3 barriers that members may have to exercise and how you can overcome them. 

Barriers Overcome 

Learner Guidance: please give examples of different communication methods
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Q6 List two exercise goals that a member may have and ways you can incentivise/reward them once achieved. 

Exercise preferences Incentives/rewards 

Q7 Why is it important that you encourage members to take responsibility for their own training? 

Q8 How do SMART goals and collecting data help members achieve their goals? 

Q9 Identify behaviour change strategies that encourage members to adhere to exercise. 
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Q10 In respect to customer service, please write responses in the right hand column 

Customer service Response 
 What is the importance of member care? 

Why is it important for members needs to be dealt with in 
a timely manner? 

Where could you find information to help members with 
their fitness? 

How could you exceed expectations of members? 

Why is it important you handle member complaints in a 
positive manner? 

PASS/REFER 

Assessor Name:  

Assessor feedback 
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Planning gym-based exercise 

All questions need to be answered correctly to pass. 

Q1 What is the process for gaining informed consent? 

Q2 There are many ways to collect client information including questionnaire, interview, observation, physical 
measurements. Give two examples describing how you could collect client information using the methods mentioned 
above 

Q3 How do you know which is the best way to collect information from a client? 

Q4 How would you screen a client before starting exercises? 

Learner Guidance: please give examples
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Q5 Once you have screened your client, which factors may affect safe exercise? 

Q6 When planning a programme for a client, how could client information affect it? 

Q7 Complete the table. 

Why would you defer exercise of a client? 

Why would you refer a client to another professional or 
specialist? 

Q8 How would you plan a gym based programme to meet the needs of your client? 
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Q9 Why should you agree goals with your client? 

Q10 Give an example of an exercise for each component of fitness: 

Q11 How would you plan a gym-based circuit workout? 

PASS/REFER 

Assessor Name:  

Assessor feedback 

Exercise Uses 

Cardio-vascular 

Muscular fitness 

Flexibility 

Motor skills 
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Collecting client information 

Name 

Age 

Height 

Weight 

BMI

What is your clients exercise history? 

What are your clients exercise preferences? 

Date 
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Level 2 Fitness Instructing SMART Goals 

Exercise 

The Short-term SMART Goal 

 MEASURABLE 

ACHIEVEABLE 

 REALISTIC 

 TIMEBOUND 

 SPECIFIC 
(please provide a starting point 
and an ending point)

(what would you use to measure
the goal)

(what experiences suggest that
the goal is achievable)

(what resources are available to 
help achieve the goal)

(please provide start and 
end date)

Please add in a sentence of your goal here
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The Medium-term SMART Goal 

SPECIFIC 

MEASURABLE 

ACHIEVEABLE 

REALISTIC 

TIMEBOUND 

Please add in a sentence of your goal here
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The Long-term SMART Goal 

SPECIFIC 

MEASURABLE 

ACHIEVEABLE 

REALISTIC 

TIMEBOUND 

Please add in a sentence of your goal here
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How often will you review your client’s long, medium and short term goals? 

PASS/REFER 
Assessor Name:   

Feedback 
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Planning gym-based exercise 
Instructing gym-based exercise 

Learner Guidance 

Planning 

Your programme card should include the following (as a minimum). 

• Warm-up
• Cool down 
• Three different types of cardiovascular equipment
• Four resistance machine lifts
• Four free weight lifts
• Three body weight exercises

You should plan for a 45 minute session for one client. 

Continuous Assessment: 

During your continuous assessment you will demonstrate the following; all exercises should be selected from your 
programme card.  

• Your main CV workout on one cardiovascular equipment exercise
• Two resistance machine lifts
• Two free weight lifts
• One body weight exercise

Please ensure that you use exercises from your programme card. 

Summative Assessment  

During your summative assessment you will demonstrate the following; all exercises should be selected from your 
programme card and none of the excises can be repeated from your continuous assessment.   

• Cardiovascular warm up
• Stretches
• Two resistance machine lifts
• Two free weight lifts
• Two body weight exercises
• Cardiovascular cool down 
• Stretches
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All exercises selected for your assessments need to be from the table below. If you wish to select an exercise 

not mentioned in the table, please check with your tutor first.  

Cardiovascular Machines Area worked 

Treadmill Whole body 

Upright bike Lower body 

Step machine Whole body but specifically the hamstrings, hip 
flexors, quadriceps, gluteus maximus and 
soleus muscles. 

Cross trainer Whole body or lower body with upper body 
action switched off. 

Rowing machine Whole body, in particular the quadriceps, 
hamstrings, hip flexors, trapezius, latissimus 
dorsi, deltoids, soleus and biceps. 

Resistance Machines Main Muscles Worked 

Shoulder press Trapezius, triceps, deltoids 

Pec dec Pectorals, anterior deltoids 

Seated chest press Pectorals, triceps, deltoids 

Lateral pull down Latissimus dorsi, trapezius, biceps 

Assisted pull ups Latissimus dorsi and biceps 

Seated biceps curl Biceps 

Seated triceps extension Triceps

Lower back machine Erector spinae 

Ab machine Rectus abdominis 

Seated row Trapezius, latissimus dorsi, deltoids 

Seated leg curl Hamstrings 

Seated or Recumbent leg press Quadriceps, gluteals, hamstrings, 
gastrocnemius, soleus 

Leg extension Quadriceps 

Seated adductor Adductors 

Seated abductor Abductors 

Cable triceps extension Triceps 

Cable biceps curls Biceps 
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Free Weight Exercises Main Muscles Worked

BB = Barbell, DB = Dumbells 

Deadlift (BB) Gluteus maximus, quadriceps, hamstrings and 
erector spinae. 

Upright row (BB, DB) Erector spinae, trapezius, deltoids and 
brachialis. 

Back squat (BB) Quadriceps, hamstrings and gluteus maximus 

Bench press (BB, DB) Pectoralis major, anterior deltoids 
and triceps. 

Bent arm pull over (DB) Pectoralis major, latissmus dorsi and triceps. 

Biceps curls (BB, DB) Biceps and brachialis 

Shoulder press (BB, DB) Deltoids, triceps and trapezius 

Lateral raise (DB) Deltoids 

Front raise (DB) Anterior deltoids 

Single arm row (DB) Latissimus dorsi, posterior deltoid, trapezius 
and biceps 

Lunge (BB, DB) Quadriceps, hamstrings and gluteus maximus 

Prone flyes (DB) Trapezius, rhomboids and posterior deltoids 

Chest flyes (DB) Pectoralis major and anterior deltoids 

Lying triceps press (BB) Triceps 

Single arm triceps extension(DB) Triceps 

Body Weight Exercises Main Muscles Worked

Press ups Pectoralis major, deltoids, triceps, abdominal 
muscles  

Abdominal crunches Rectus abdominus and transverses abdominus 

Oblique twist Obliques, Rectus abdominus, transverses 
abdominus 

Back extensions Erector spinae 

Chin ups unassisted Biceps and latissmus dorsi 

Lunge Quadriceps, hamstrings and gluteus maximus 

Squat Quadriceps, hamstrings and gluteus maximus 
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PARQ 

The PARQ (Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire) is designed to determine whether exercise is safe for you at this 
moment in time. 

Please answer the following questions YES or NO. 

Has your doctor ever said you have heart trouble? Yes No 

Do you frequently have pains in your heart and chest? Yes No 

Do you ever often feel faint or have spells of dizziness? Yes No 

Has a doctor ever said your blood pressure was too high? Yes No 

Has a doctor ever told you that you have a bone or joint problem that might get worse with exercise? Yes No 

Are you on any prescribed medication for blood pressure or a heart condition? Yes No 

If you have accurately answered NO to all questions you are cleared to start a graduated exercise programme. 

If you have answered YES to any questions you cannot be a participant for the practical assessment, unless you have 
written permission from your GP. 

Name 

Signature 

Date 
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Programme Card 

Client name  Instructor 

Duty first aider  Nearest telephone 

Location of first aid kit 

Safety checks 

Warm up CV 
Equipment  Time  Intensity/RPE Teaching Points

1‐2 mins 

2‐3 mins 

3‐4 mins 

4‐5 mins 

Warm up stretches 
Exercise name  Reps/Time held Dynamic/Static Teaching Points
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Main CV – use one machine only 
Equipment  Time  Intensity/RPE Teaching Points

0‐1 mins 

1‐2 mins 

2‐4 mins 

4‐6 mins 

6‐8 min 

8‐10 min 

10‐12 min 

12‐13 min 

13‐14 min 

14‐15 min 

Fixed resistance machines 
Exercise/Equipment  Sets/Reps  Rest Time Teaching Points
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Free Weights 
Exercise/Equipment  Sets/Reps  Rest Time Teaching Points

Body Weight 
Exercise/Equipment  Sets/Reps  Rest Time Teaching Points

Cool down CV 
Equipment  Time  Intensity/RPE

1‐2 mins 

2‐3 mins 

3‐4 mins 

4‐5 mins 
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Cool down stretches 
Muscle group Time  held Developmental / Maintenance Teaching Points 

Learner guidance: please include a minimum of 1 developmental stretch and 1 maintenance stretch
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Continuous assessment 

Key: Competent mark a tick. Not competent mark a R. Two ‘Rs’ in any horizontal row = Referral. Competent with a comment mark a bullet point. 
Exercise used 

Main CV 
2 

RM 1 RM 2 FW 1 FW 2 BW 1 

1 Gave technically correct demonstrations and 
explanations 

2 Adopted appropriate teaching positions 

3 Adapted exercises to suit client’s needs 

4 Offered alternative exercises if necessary 

5 Reinforced teaching points and provided feedback 

6 Monitored intensity 

7 Correct lifting and passing technique used when 
necessary 

Date 

Criteria Assessor feedback 

PASS/REFER 
Assessor Name: 

Learner Information:  Four 'Rs' across the whole assessment = Referral
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Summative assessment 

Preparing and introducing the session 

1 Welcomed the client to the session 

2 Indicated the location of the gym’s emergency exits 

3 Ensured PARQ and verbal screening is completed 

4 Gave an overview of what the session will involve 

PASS/REFER  Assessor Name: Date: 

Key: Competent mark a tick. Not competent mark a R. Two ‘Rs’ in any horizontal row = Referral. Competent with a comment mark a 
bullet point. Learner Information:  Four 'Rs' across the whole assessment = Referral

Exercise used 

Delivering the exercise session 
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5 Gave technically correct demonstrations and explanations 

6 Adopted appropriate teaching positions 

7 Adapted exercises to suit client’s needs 

8 Observed the client and corrected their technique where 
necessary 

9 Purpose and value of exercise explained 

10 Motivated and encouraged client 

11 Offered alternative exercises if necessary 

12 Reinforced teaching points and provided feedback 

13 Gained feedback from client 

14 Monitored intensity 

15 Correct lifting and passing technique used when necessary 

16 Exercise conducted in a safe and timely manner 

Ending the session 
17 Gave constructive feedback to the client based on their 

performance 
18 Gained feedback from the client as to how well their goals 

were met and how effective the planned activities were 
19 Gained feedback from the client as to how effective the 

motivational and instructional styles were 
20 Checked that the environment and equipment was left in good 

order 
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Criteria: Assessor feedback 
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Criteria
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Self-evaluation following the summative assessment 

Feedback from your client

Describe how you met the client’s expectations 
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How effective was the session? 

How can you improve? 

PASS/REFER 
Assessor Name:  

Assessor Feedback 
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Educate Fitness Appeals and Complaints Procedure 

Your Teaching and Learning Mentor will provide you with help and advice with regard to the requirements of your award. 
This may take the form of giving you assignments and/or activities to check your understanding. The training that you receive 
will be individually planned to suit your needs. 

We hope that all feedback given to you will be constructive and clear and will encourage you to complete the work for your 
award as effectively as possible. 

If you are not happy with any aspect of your programme we will do our best to help you deal with the issue. This may mean 
talking to your Teaching and Learning Mentor on your behalf to help overcome the problem. 

Your Teaching and Learning Mentor will do their best to support you, however we do appreciate that there may be times 
that issues arise that you would prefer not to discuss with your Teaching and Learning Mentor. 
If for any reason you disagree with a decision made by your Teaching and Learning Mentor you have the right to appeal that 
decision. How to do this is written below. 

What you can do if you don’t agree with your Teaching and Learning Mentor’s decision 

If you feel that you have been unfairly treated or you do not agree with an assessment decision that has been made you 
should follow the procedure below: 

• You should express your concerns directly to your Teaching and Learning Mentor, stating what the problem is so
that the Teaching and Learning Mentor can explain their decision to you. 

• If an agreement cannot be reached, you can arrange to discuss the issue with your Internal Verifier. 
• If an agreement cannot be reached at this stage you should contact the Lead Internal Verifier in order to reach an

agreement.
• If you decide you want to appeal the assessment decision you have the right to do so but your appeal must be

emailed to: sam@educatefitness.co.uk. Your appeal must be received within 5 days of the assessment 
decision.
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	undefined: Medical emergency - i.e. client has a heart attack 
	undefined_2: Fire 
	undefined_3: Chemical spillage 
	Emergency services: Will attend to the client, treating them appropriately in accordance with their injury or accident
	Duty Manager: Are the gym's manager at any given time when they are on shift.  They will follow the accident and emergency procedure and if the general manager is absent they will have overall responsibility.
	General Manager: Has overall responsibility of the gym and implementation of accident and emergency procedures 
	undefined_4: You are representing the gym and you will need to guide or lead the clients i.e. advise the clients to stop excercising, lead them to a safe place 
	Disabled people: Visually impaired - offer arm when going out the building, find additional support when clients are using the stairways, I would consider using wheelchairs for the clients or a disabled lift if available and safe.
	Children: Give them age appropriate tasks to do, use langage they are familiar with, explain what is happening, remain calm and positive, listen to them when they tell you how they are feeling.
	Older people: Where the older person's mobility may be limited, I would ask someone else to buddy up with them.  I would also either support them or find someone to support when using the stairs.
	undefined_5: The fitness professional has a duty of care to the client to provide them with a safe environment and therefore they must take all steps to reduce accidents and injuries from clients.
	PARQ: Screening the client by using the Physical Activtiy Readiness Questionnare means you can assess the clients physical ability and any injuries etc that may prevent them from exercising. 
	Informed consent: This is a legal procedure to ensure the client knows the risks involved in any assessment, exercise or treatment they are about to perform.
	Special population group: 
	Duty of careYoung people: Tell the client that the instructor is not a specialist in the area.  Parents need to sign informed consent
	Limitations of the fitness instructorYoung people: Not running specialist or 1-1 class but can cater for 14-16 year olds within an adult class 
	Duty of careOlder people: Tell the client that the instructor is not a specialist in the area
	Limitations of the fitness instructorOlder people: If they fail a PARQ they will need to be referred to a GP
	Duty of carePrepostnatal women: Tell the client that the instructor is not a specialist in the area.  Always refer to a specialist 
	Limitations of the fitness instructorPrepostnatal women: Can give general advice rather than specific advice so do not advertise specialist advice.  
	Duty of careDisabled people: Tell the client that the instructor is not a specialist in the area.  Instructor to feel comfortable with adaptations.
	Limitations of the fitness instructorDisabled people: Unable to focus on re-hab as a gym instructor but can do one off sessions where the instructor is comfortable. 
	undefined_6: Employers have to provide a health and safty document that includes the company's policy on Health and Safety in line with the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974.
	undefined_7: Employers must provide safe equipment, plant and machinery and a safe place to work.
	undefined_8: Chemical spillage procedures 

	undefined_9: Fire alarm testing
	Gym areas: 
	HazardFacilities: Slipping due to water spillage 
	HazardEquipment: Faulty equipment that does not stop i.e. a treadmill 
	HazardLifting and handling equipment: Faulty weights machines could mean weights could be dropped on client
	HazardMember behaviour: Agressive behaviour to others members or staff
	HazardSecurity: People who should not be in the facility 
	HazardHygiene: Equipment not being wiped down appropriately after use could cause infections/Covid in others 
	undefined_10: 1. Identify the hazard
2. Decide who might be harmed and how
3. Evaulate the risks and decide on control measures 
4. Record your findings and implement them 
5. Review your assessment and update if necessary 
	undefined_11: Talk to clients, listen to what they say, observe actions in gym from other clients, ensure managers and other staff are fully training in identifying and acting on hazards, ensure regular safety checks on machines, ensure cleaning products are available to clients and clients are educated in how to use it and ensure gym is cleaned regularly.
	undefined_12: Duty Manager or General Manager 
	undefined_13: If the gym instructor works with vulnerable adults or children, they will have additional responsibilities in order to protect these groups.  The instructor should be aware of legislation that protects children, young and vulnerable adults.
	Abuse: 
	Signs: Unexplained brusing, injuries, cuts or breaks, fractures or repeated injuries, agressive outbursts, seeming depressed, 
	SignsEmotional: fear of making mistakes, unable to participate in activities, sudden speech disorders, self harm
	SignsBullying: becomes withdrawn, becomes aggressive, unexplained bruises, cuts or scratches 
	SignsSexual: swollen areas, flinches if touches, sudden changes in behaviour,  self harming, suffering pain
	children: Record allegations and reported incidents in an Incident Report Book recording what they have said, anything seen and dates and times.
	undefined_14: Contact relevant authorities such as social services, police if an individual is in immediate danger or reported an issue or if you witnessed abuse or an incident.
	undefined_15: Ensure CRB is current and up to date, ensure familiarity with safeguarding procedures and policy, make a note of any possible abuse and include in any report, obtain informed consent from clients or parents etc where appropriate. 
	Statutory agencies for safeguardingRow1: Police 
	Why would you contact themRow1: If the matter is one of criminal investigation 
	How would you maintain confidentialityRow1: Store the records securely and ensure the client has given consent
	Statutory agencies for safeguardingRow2: Social Services 
	Why would you contact themRow2: If the welfare of the child or vulnerable adult is at risk 
	How would you maintain confidentialityRow2: Store the records securely and ensure the client has given consent
	Assessor Name: 
	undefined_16: 
	Q1 Why is it important build good working relationships with members: Good working relationships are important as it helps you build trust with the client and allows for better communication on feedback, any issues they are experiencing including any injuries.  It will help you better able to motivate the client,  help achieve their goals, demonstrate exercise and correct technique.
	undefined_17: You are providing the client with a service which they may be paying for and you are also representing the gym or establishment you are working for therefore ultimately leading to good retention rate.
	undefined_18: Verbal communication can help members to understand what they need to achieve and by when in addition to providing them with feedback or praise which is 'in the moment' aswell as correcting posture/technique which means the communication style can be tailored to the client.  Written communication i.e. a training plan can help as they can refer to this after the session and use when exercising therefore ensuring the motivation is longer lasting than the session. Tone of voice is useful to encourage motivation, varying speed, volume and pitch.  Visual demonstrations are useful for the client to see how the exercise should be carried out.
	Q4 Why is equality and diversity important: As a trainer you should treat everyone with respect and ensure everyone is treated fairly and equally regardless of race, gender, ethnicity etc.  It is important to ensure fair treatment to all so that the client received consistent service and treatment.
	BarriersRow1: Not enough time 
	OvercomeRow1: Select activities to build into home or work routine i.e. walking to the shops
	BarriersRow2: Lack of motivation 
	OvercomeRow2: Plan exercise ahead and if able commit to doing so with another person. 
	BarriersRow3: Lack of resources or equipment 
	OvercomeRow3: Select activities that require minimal equipment such as walking, running etc 
	Exercise preferencesRow1: Run a 5km 
	IncentivesrewardsRow1: Plan a 5km race to run with them
	Exercise preferencesRow2: Body composition i.e. losing weight
	IncentivesrewardsRow2: Take measurements pre, during and after exercise i.e. stomach, hips to demonstrate progress.  Encourage part of a lifestyle change.
	Q7 Why is it important that you encourage members to take responsibility for their own training: To protect themselves from litigious claims made against them and if the client the responsibility for their own training they are more likely to be motivated to continue. 
	undefined_19: The SMART goals can be matched to the clients data which will indicate the base line fitness and enable the instructor to tailor the programme to meet the needs of the client and in accordance with the current levels of fitness.
	undefined_20: Commit to a plan, have a regular routine, exercise with others, have a goal in mind and plan a celebration once goal achieved 
	Customer service: 
	ResponseWhat is the importance of member care: Member care is important so that the instructor can motivate a client to achieve goals, add variety to the workout, demonstrate exercises and correct technique.
	ResponseWhy is it important for members needs to be dealt with in a timely manner: To ensure the members needs are resolved quickly and effectively
	ResponseWhere could you find information to help members with their fitness: Social media platforms, local events,organised gym activities 
	ResponseHow could you exceed expectations of members: Listen to what the member wants in each session, encourage and motivate between sessions and provide updates on their progress.  
	ResponseWhy is it important you handle member complaints in a positive manner: To ensure they maintain trust in you as an instructor and stay motivated 
	Assessor Name_2: 
	undefined_21: 
	Q1 What is the process for gaining informed consent: The client will be presented with the form to complete and explained why it is important.  It must be read or signed by the person completing the fitness test to ensure they are aware of what they are going to be doing and any risks involved. It should be completed only after the client aware of facts, implications and future consequences of participating in an exercise programme.
	undefined_22: I would collect physical measurements by collecting information on resting heart rate 
	undefined_23: I would observe using the sit and reach test to observe flexibility of the hamstrings and lower back 
	Q3 How do you know which is the best way to collect information from a client: I will apply this on a case by case basis starting with a discussion on any injuries, their exercise goals, likes and dislikes, amount of exercise they currently undertake.  I would use an oral questionnaire to start with followed by a written questionnaire (PARQ) followed by either observation or meaurement such as the talk test or measuring rate of perceived exertion. 


	Q4 How would you screen a client before starting exercises: I will issue them with a PAR-Q which would indicate any injuries and whether they would need to consult with a GP before carrying out exercise.  I would measure resting heart rate to understand base line fitness. 
	undefined_24: If there is high blood pressure, a sign of serious injury which may require rehabilitation, the client has had a serious operation or any other points that are out of the instructors scope.
	undefined_25: It may mean the programme is altered, adapted or regressed if the client is injured or the programme may not be able to take place if the client needs to consult with a GP. 
	Why would you defer exercise of a client: If the client is ill, pregnant or there are health changes.
	Why would you refer a client to another professional or specialist: If there are areas that are out of scope for the instructor such as client is injured or serious health conditions.  
	undefined_26: I would use the following: work on cardiovascular to help improve fitness , muscular fitness to help improve muscular strength, flexibility which will help improve movement and motor skills which will help improve balance and co-ordination and reaction times. 
	undefined_27: To ensure they take responsibility of the programme and stay motivated.
	ExerciseCardiovascular: Running on the treadmill 
	UsesCardiovascular: Improves resting heart rate 
	ExerciseMuscular fitness: x2 reps of 10 press ups 
	UsesMuscular fitness: Increases muscular strength 
	ExerciseFlexibility: Stand up and touch toes 
	UsesFlexibility: Improves posture and flexibilty 
	ExerciseMotor skills: Squeezing rubber ball 
	UsesMotor skills: Improves strength, movement and control
	Q11 How would you plan a gymbased circuit workout: I would choose the following:
- workout length in total
- pick an upper body 
- pick a lower body workout
- pick a CV exercise 
 

	Assessor Name_3: 
	Assessor feedback: 
	Name_2: Ruth Kent  
	Age: 35
	Height: 5 foot 4
	Weight: 70kg
	BMIFat: 26.3
	What is your clients exercise history: Aerobics class once a week
Yoga/pilates once a week
	What are your clients exercise preferences: Lacks motivation for running as sees this as a solo activity but enjoys aerobics class as a set time every week and with other people.  
	Date_3: September 2021
	The Longterm SMART Goal One Sentence: Ruth Kent 
My client would like to be able to run a 2km in the short term, a 5km in the medium term and a 10km in the longer term
	SPECIFIC: To run from 0 km 2km in 3-4 weeks 
	MEASURABLE: Have a planned programme and ensure once per week measure clients progress on longest run on the treadmill 
	ACHIEVEABLE: The client is commited to running a Race for LIfe with friends.  As she is doing it with others and has already signed, commitment levels are high.  She has a base level fitness with her aerobic classes however will need to focus on CV treadmill work and strengthing exercises (weights i.e. deadlift, bent over row, squats, plank, bridge)
	REALISTIC: A planned programe of running from 0 to 2km using a Couch to 5km programme.  Client attending gym sessions once a week focussing on strengthing and stretching and running twice a week outside 
	TIMEBOUND: 1 month - 1st July to 1st Aug 2021
	The Mediumterm SMART Goal One Sentence: Ruth Kent 
My client would like to be able to run a 2km in the short term, a 5km in the medium term and a 10km in the longer term
	SPECIFIC_2: Increase runs from 5 to 30 minutes, shortening the time walking from 3 minute intervals to a continuous run by the end of the time period.
	MEASURABLE_2: Client to carry out longer run of the week in session on treadmill to enable measurement of progress using resting heart rate and distance on gym treadmill 
	ACHIEVEABLE_2: Will have a good CV base from short term goals and good muscle strength 
	REALISTIC_2: 3 days running for 8 weeks and 1 day of gym work (continue strengthing and stretching)
	TIMEBOUND_2: 2 months - 1st July to 1st September 
	The Shortterm SMART Goal One Sentence: Ruth Kent 
My client would like to be able to run a 2km in the short term, a 5km in the medium term and a 10km in the longer term
	SPECIFIC_3: To run a 10km within 3 months of the Race for Life 
	MEASURABLE_3: Once per week assess resting heart rate and rate of perceived exertion after treadmill run 
	ACHIEVEABLE_3: 3 times per week runs - one fartlek/speed, one longer slower and one shorter and faster.  Once per week gym work to include strengthening - weights, core stability, squats, and stretching.
	REALISTIC_3: 4 times per week - 3 runs outside, 1 gym session focussing on free and body weight exercises 
	TIMEBOUND_3: 6 months from 1st July to 1st December 
	How will you review your clients long medium and short term goals: I will review once per week at the gym session to measure fitness levels and qualitative feedback from client 
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	Preparing and introducing the session: 
	1_2: 
	Welcomed the client to the session: 
	2_2: 
	Indicated the location of the gyms emergency exits: 
	3: 
	Ensured PARQ and verbal screening is completed: 
	4: 
	Gave an overview of what the session will involve: 
	Key Competent mark a tick Not competent mark a cross Competent with a comment mark a bullet point R in for refer Two Rs in any horizontal row  ReferralRow1: 
	Key Competent mark a tick Not competent mark a cross Competent with a comment mark a bullet point R in for refer Two Rs in: 
	Exercise used: 
	Key Competent mark a tick Not competent mark a cross Competent with a comment mark a bullet point R in for refer Two Rs in any horizontal row  ReferralRow2: 
	Delivering the exercise session: 
	WU Stretches: 
	5: 
	Gave technically correct demonstrations and explanations: 
	6: 
	Wup CV 1Adopted appropriate teaching positions: 
	WU StretchesAdopted appropriate teaching positions: 
	RM 4: 
	Adopted appropriate teaching positions: 
	7: 
	Adapted exercises to suit clients needs: 
	undefined_39: 
	8: 
	Observed the client and corrected their technique where: 
	undefined_40: 
	FW 4: 
	Observed the client and corrected their technique where necessary: 
	9: 
	Purpose and value of exercise explained: 
	undefined_41: 
	undefined_42: 
	10: 
	undefined_43: 
	undefined_44: 
	undefined_45: 
	BW 3: 
	Motivated and encouraged client: 
	11: 
	Offered alternative exercises if necessary: 
	undefined_46: 
	undefined_47: 
	undefined_48: 
	CD stretches: 
	12: 
	undefined_49: 
	undefined_50: 
	undefined_51: 
	undefined_52: 
	Reinforced teaching points and provided feedback: 
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	Gained feedback from client: 
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	Monitored intensity: 
	Monitored intensity_2: 
	Monitored intensity_3: 
	Monitored intensity_4: 
	Monitored intensity_5: 
	Monitored intensity_6: 
	Monitored intensity_7: 
	Monitored intensity_8: 
	Wup CV 1Correct lifting and passing technique used when necessary: 
	WU StretchesCorrect lifting and passing technique used when necessary: 
	Row10: 
	Row9: 
	Row8: 
	Row7: 
	Row6: 
	Row5: 
	Row4: 
	Row3: 
	16: 
	Exercise conducted in a safe and timely manner: 
	undefined_57: 
	undefined_58: 
	undefined_59: 
	undefined_60: 
	Ending the session: 
	17: 
	Gave constructive feedback to the client based on their performance: 
	18: 
	Gained feedback from the client as to how well their goals were met and how effective the planned activities were: 
	19: 
	Gained feedback from the client as to how effective the motivational and instructional styles were: 
	20: 
	Checked that the environment and equipment was left in good order: 
	PASSREFER Assessor Name: 
	Date_4: 
	CriteriaRow1_2: 
	Assessor feedbackRow1_2: 
	Criteria: 
	undefined_61: 
	undefined_62: 
	How effective was the session: 
	How can you improve: 
	Assessor Name_6: 
	Assessor Feedback: 
	Text5: 
	Text6: 
	Text7: 
	Text8: 
	Text9: 
	Text10: 
	Text11: 
	Text12: 
	Text13: 
	Text14: 
	Text15: 
	Text16: 
	Text17: Ruth Kent 
	Text18: 
	Text19: 5 November 2021
	Text33: (S) Hamstring stretch 
	Text34: Quadriceps stretch
	Text35: Standing glute stretch
	Text36: 30 seconds 
	Text37: 30 seconds 
	Text38: 30 seconds 
	Text39: D
	Text40: M
	Text41: D
	Text42: - Sit with both legs extended and back straight, reach towards ankles 
	Text43: - Stand hip width apart, bend left leg and heel towards bottom, hold left foot with left hand 
	Text44: - Stand up straight, then cross left ankle over right thigh, then come into a squat position.  Repeat on other leg 
	Free Weights: 
	SetsRepsBody Weight: 
	Rest TimeBody Weight: 
	Teaching PointsBody Weight: 
	ExerciseEquipmentRow1_2: C Squat
	SetsRepsRow1_2: 2 sets of 10 reps 
	Rest TimeRow1_2: 30 secs rest between set
	ExerciseEquipmentRow2_2: S Olique twist (obliques and rec abdominus)
	SetsRepsRow2_2: 2 sets of 10 reps
	Rest TimeRow2_2: 30 secs rest between set
	ExerciseEquipmentRow3_2: S Back extension (erector spinae)
	SetsRepsRow3_2: 2 sets of 10
	Rest TimeRow3_2: 30 secs rest between set
	SetsRepsCool down CV: 
	Rest TimeCool down CV: 
	Teaching PointsCool down CV: 
	Teaching PointsIntensityRPE: 
	Text1: 
	Text2: 
	Text3: 
	Text4: 
	Text1951: 5 (80 rev per minute)
	Text29521: 4
	Text3951: 3
	Text49541: 2 (50 rev per min)
	Client name: Ruth Kent 
	Instructor: Tanya Wallman 
	Duty first aider: Duty Manager - Joe Johnson 
	Nearest telephone: Gym reception desk 
	Location of first aid kit: Gym reception desk 
	Nearest telephoneLocation of first aid kit: 
	Safety checks: All machines have been tested and working well, environment is safe 
	Warm up CV: 
	Time: 
	EquipmentRow1: (Summative) 
Rower - 5 mins 

	IntensityRPE12 mins 23 mins 34 mins 45 mins: 7 (6-20 for all)
	IntensityRPE12 mins 23 mins 34 mins 45 mins_2: 9 
	IntensityRPE12 mins 23 mins 34 mins 45 mins_3: 11
	IntensityRPE12 mins 23 mins 34 mins 45 mins_4: 12
	Teaching PointsRow1: - Sit on the seat and keep your knees bent
- Secure the foot strap around the top of your shoes, ensuring your feet are flat in the footplate, hold the handle using both hands 
- Making sure your back and shoulders are straight 
- Extend your arm and bend your knees
- Pull the bar to the lower rib cage, extend legs until they are straight
- Extend your arms and bend your knees to slide back to the start
	12 mins 23 mins 34 mins 45 minsWarm up stretches: 
	IntensityRPEWarm up stretches: 
	Teaching PointsWarm up stretches: 
	Exercise nameRow1: (Summative) Walking lunge 
	RepsTime heldRow1: 30 seconds  
	DynamicStaticRow1: D
	Teaching PointsRow1_2: - Start with feet hip width apart
- Step forward onto right leg
- Bend both knees with movement downwards
- Dont let your weight move forward.  
	Exercise nameRow2: Walking hamstring stretch
	RepsTime heldRow2: 30 seconds 
	DynamicStaticRow2: D
	Teaching PointsRow2:  - Plant heel into the ground in a walking motion
- Reach as far as you can down to the ground in a sweeping motion bringing your arms in a circular motion behind you and forward to start the next movement
	Exercise nameRow3:  Toe taps (Calf stretch)
	RepsTime heldRow3: 30 seconds 
	DynamicStaticRow3: D
	Teaching PointsRow3: -One foot infront, one foot behind
- Back straight 
-Try to put heel on floor 
- Swap legs and repeat
	Exercise nameRow4: Jumping jacks 
	RepsTime heldRow4: 30 seconds 
	DynamicStaticRow4: D
	Teaching PointsRow4: - Feet together, jump so that feet are shoulder width apart
- At the same time as jumping, raise both arms above your head
	Exercise nameRow5: 
	RepsTime heldRow5: 
	DynamicStaticRow5: 
	Teaching PointsRow5: 
	Exercise nameRow6: 
	RepsTime heldRow6: 
	DynamicStaticRow6: 
	Teaching PointsRow6: 
	Main CV  use one machine only: 
	Time_2: 
	EquipmentRow1_2: (Continuous) - 15 mins 
Treadmill 

	IntensityRPE01 mins: 10
	IntensityRPE12 mins: 12
	IntensityRPE24 mins: 14
	IntensityRPE46 mins: 14
	IntensityRPE68 min: 15
	IntensityRPE810 min: 15
	IntensityRPE1012 min: 15
	IntensityRPE1213 min: 15
	IntensityRPE1314 min: 13
	IntensityRPE1415 min: 12
	Teaching PointsRow1_3: - Safety - describe clip and stop button 
- Stay in the middle of the belt 
- Look straight forward
- Mid foot strike 
- Keep back straight 
	1415 minFixed resistance machines: 
	IntensityRPEFixed resistance machines: 
	Teaching PointsFixed resistance machines: 
	SetsRepsRow1: 2 sets and 15 reps
	SetsRepsRow2: 2 sets and 15 reps 
	SetsRepsRow3: 2 sets and 15 reps
	SetsRepsRow4: 2 sets and 15 reps 
	ExerciseEquipmentRow142: C Seated leg curl 
	ExerciseEquipmentRow24120: C Lat pull down 
	ExerciseEquipmentRow3420: S Ab machine 
	ExerciseEquipmentRow441: S Chest press 
	Teaching PointsRow1_420: - Position pad just above knee
- Hold on to handles for support 
- Extend knee - there should be no movement except your legs
	Teaching PointsRow2_2220: - Feet flat on floor.  
- Hold the bar in a wide grip, slighly wider than hip width 
- Exhale when you pull the bar down in front of your chest pulling your shoulder blades together - then slowly raise bar back up intil arms extended 
	Teaching PointsRow3_2520: - Feet flat on the floor 
- Elbows on pads
- Back firmly on pads, grip bar
- Dont let weight drop back all the way when you finish the crunch
	Teaching PointsRow4_220: - Head, shoulders and back supported by the seat and back rest, chin off chest and facing forward
- Grip the handles with knuckles facing forward
- Elbows soft, feet flat on the floor and hip width apart
	Rest TimeRow120: 20 seconds 
	Rest TimeRow2742: 20 seconds 
	Rest TimeRow3742: 20 seconds 
	Rest TimeRow44: 20 seconds 
	ExerciseEquipmentRow1620741: C Bicep curl 
	ExerciseEquipmentRow274104520: C Lunge 
	ExerciseEquipmentRow34220: S Lateral raise (deltoids - esp medial deltoids)
	ExerciseEquipmentRow47420: S Single Arm tricep extension 
	SetsRepsRow1410: 2 sets of 15 reps
	SetsRepsRow27410: 2 sets of 15 reps
	SetsRepsRow3745120: 2 sets of 15 reps
	SetsRepsRow47520: 2 sets of 15 reps
	Rest TimeRow1745120: 30 secs 
	Rest TimeRow2745120: 30 secs
	Rest TimeRow3784520: 30 secs
	Rest TimeRow47845120: 30 secs
	Teaching PointsRow18520: - Stand feet width apart, grip dumb bells with palms facing upwards, then bend elbows to curl dumb bell to shoulder level, pause and then lower to starting position
	Teaching PointsRow245210: - Step forward with your leg 
- Bend both knees with movement downwards 
- Keep arms straight with dumb bell in hands whilst lowering knee 
- Straighten legs and repeat 
	Teaching PointsRow3450120: - Feet shoulder width apart 
- Raise hands to shoulder level holding dumb bells, keeping core engaged
	Teaching PointsRow45675342: - Feet hip width apart 
- Hold weight overhead
- Tuck elbow in and lower weight behind head
	EquipmentRow1210120: S Bike - 5 minutes 
	Teaching PointsRow641120: Adjust the seat height 
Set the handbars correctly
Adjust the pedal straps 
Dont pedal just with your toes 
	Teaching PointsRow1_252582: - Stand with hips shoulder width apart 
- Continue to bend your legs at the knee 
- Keep arms out straight
- Keep bottom aback
- Keep your core engaged, chest out and push through your heels to return to starting position
	Teaching PointsRow2_29653652: - Lie on back, feet on floor, knees bent
- Lift both shoulders on floor, twist opposite arm to opposite leg 
	Teaching PointsRow3_252635344: - Lie on front, hands by temples
- Lift chest off floor keeping feet on floor 
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